NRHA Derby
Frequently Asked Questions
Question: If my horse is entered into Ancillary classes with two riders, do we need to fill out
two entry forms?
Answer: Yes, this helps us determine the correct classes and riders.
Question: Can Ancillary classes be scratched?
Answer: Yes. If you scratch before noon the day prior to the class, your entry fees will be
credited back to your account to be used for another expense or refunded at the end of the
show.
Question: What happens if I miss the noon deadline to enter a next day class Ancillary class?
Answer: There are no exceptions. Entries will not be accepted after the noon deadline.
Question: If I would like to add classes to my existing entry, will there be a late charge?
Answer: No, there will not be a late charge so long as the classes are added by noon the day
prior to the class.
Question: Can I substitute my Derby entry?
Answer: There will be no substitutions of horse/entry for any reason.
Question: Can the rider receive the payout check?
Answer: No. Prize money will be paid to the owner as recorded in the NRHA Database at the
start of the event.
Question: Can I enter my Derby horse late?
Answer: Yes, until noon one day prior to the first go around; however late fees will be applied.
Question: How can I avoid late fees if I want to enter some Ancillary classes, but I am not yet
sure which classes I would like to enter?
Answer: Enter the classes you are interested in. You can always add or scratch classes before
noon the day prior to the classes.
Question: I am interested in competing in concurrent classes. Do I have to pay judges fees for
each of them?
Answer: No, you only need to pay the highest judges fee that is listed in the concurrent set.
Question: What if I can’t get my entry in before the deadline?
Answer: Late fees will be applied.

